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ABSTRACT
The emergence of ubiquitous computing (UbiComp) environments has increased the risk of undesired access to individuals’ physical space or their information, anytime and anywhere, raising potentially serious privacy concerns. Individuals lack awareness and control of the vulnerabilities in everyday contexts, and need support and care in regulating disclosures to their physical and digital selves. Existing GUI-based solutions, however, often feel physically interruptive, socially disruptive, time consuming and cumbersome. To address such challenges, we investigate the user interaction experience and discuss the need for more tangible and embodied interactions for effective and seamless natural privacy management in everyday UbiComp settings.

We propose the Privacy Care interaction framework that is rooted in the literature of privacy management and tangible computing. Keeping users at the centre, Awareness and Control are established as the core parts of our framework. This is supported with three interrelated interaction tenets: Direct, Ready-to-Hand and Contextual. Direct refers to intuitiveness through metaphor usage. Ready-to-Hand supports granularity, non-intrusiveness and ad-hoc management, through periphery-to-centre style attention transitions. Contextual supports customisation through modularity and configurability. Together, they aim to provide experience of an embodied privacy care with varied interactions that are calming and yet actively empowering. The framework provides designers of such care with a basis to refer to, to generate effective tangible tools for privacy management in everyday settings.

Through five semi-structured focus groups, we explore the privacy challenges faced by a sample set of 15 older adults (aged 60+) across their cyber-physical-social spaces. The results show conformity to our framework, demonstrating the relevance of the facets of the framework to the design of privacy management tools in everyday UbiComp contexts.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy–Human and societal aspects of security and privacy
• Usability in security and privacy
• Human-centered computing–Interaction design
• Interaction design theory, concepts and paradigms
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1 Introduction

The proliferation of ubiquitous computing systems in our everyday spaces has nurtured the growth of cyber-physical-social environments such as smart homes and smart cities. Such systems often rely on implicit input from the people it surrounds. Their aim is to improve human lives by technology addressing daily life challenges and offer people benefits with minimum effort. The private territory of an individual now expands beyond their physical boundaries to include virtual (cyber) territory [48]. This enhances the possibilities of undesired direct or indirect access to an individuals’ physical space, attention or their information, anytime and anywhere, raising serious privacy concerns [48,51]. Personal information can be sensed from users’ physical actions by observers (human and technological entities), recorded and uploaded invisibly to the Internet without warning. The constant interaction with, and interruptions from disturbers (human and technological entities) around a user can have a detrimental effect on their social relationships and mental wellbeing. Such outgoing observations and incoming disturbances can be termed as privacy threats, which originate from the cyber, physical and social worlds that individuals inhabit. The invisibility of many UbiComp technologies, makes it challenging for people to dynamically perceive and control such privacy threats, leading to a lack of awareness of possible privacy implications and resulting in inadequate protection practices.

Researchers argue that to enable an individual to effectively manage their privacy in UbiComp environments, it is essential to raise their awareness and provide them with effective controls [9,48,52,65]. The majority of existing end-user interfaces that support privacy awareness and control, do not really focus on the users’ contextual needs and desires of interaction in terms of its style, modality or mechanisms. These are predominantly GUI based and restrict privacy problem presentation and solution finding to a screen-based system. The classic multiple-window and menu-based mechanisms of GUIs are useful, but due to inconsistencies with our interactions in the physical and social world, pose several usability challenges especially when managing privacy dynamically [40]. Firstly, they require a user to remember the sequence and location (in the GUI) of jargon-filled commands. Secondly, they also need the user to almost always, fully focus their (visual) attention on privacy management interaction and treat it as the central task, irrespective of their available mental resources or contextual management needs. The supported alert mechanisms are abrupt or intrusive, and controls are non-discreet. The task essentially feels buried inside a screen-based general-purpose device, making the privacy management interaction experience physically disruptive, socially intrusive and time-consuming in everyday settings [25,59]. This makes dynamic privacy management highly challenging and cumbersome for the end-user.

When users lack appropriate awareness and control against the vulnerabilities, the need for support and care arises. The notion of Privacy Care particularly focusses on designing novel interactions to make the experience of users in privacy management, more effective and seamlessly natural in everyday settings. In order to achieve this, we propose using more tangible and embodied style interactions [3,18,32,37], thereby allowing the provision of feedback for privacy awareness through visual cues, sound, haptics or smell and enhancing privacy control with direct haptic manipulation [32], spatial interactions or full body movements [32]. Peripheral tangible interactions in particular, can help to avoid information overload by enabling users to pull information from their environment as and when appropriate [20], and fluidly shift between the centre and the periphery of attention when relevant for, or desired by the user [3,4]. Unless urgent, the initial feedback to raise awareness can be provided in the periphery of users’ attention using modalities that suit to their context and the available mental resources. The user can then perform microinteractions [57] or ‘inexact and inattentive’ [33] type actions for quick control. These could be combined with more elaborate, precise and focussed tangible interaction mechanisms to also provide users with opportunity to dwell more into the privacy management task as needed and obtain higher awareness and exert finer control.

Meaningful tangible representations and intuitive controls can enhance users’ interest and engagement, as well as providing them with a greater sense of control over their personal privacy. Rooted in the literature of privacy management and tangible computing, we provide a framework for designing such Privacy Care. Keeping users at the centre, Awareness and Control are established as the core parts of our framework. These are inherent to any tangible interface and are equally essential for the user’s sense of personal privacy. The core is supported with three interrelated tenets: Direct, Ready-to-Hand and Contextual. Direct offers intuitiveness through metaphor usage. Ready-to-Hand supports granularity, non-intrusiveness and ad-hocness, through periphery-to-centre-to-periphery style transitions. Contextual supports customisation
through modularity and configurability. Together, they promise to provide experience of an embodied privacy care with varied interactions that are calming and yet actively empowering. Some sample scenarios to demonstrate how Privacy Care principles could be applied in everyday context:

Scenario 1: Adam has come to a non-familiar city to attend a conference. During his morning jog, he is about to enter a street with lots of CCTV cameras. His Privacy Care wearable artefact starts beeping and glowing red to inform Adam about a possible encounter with such observers in his upcoming environment. The wearable also suggests that he changes his route by glowing a green arrow pointing to another street where he won’t encounter such observers. As a result, Adam chooses to manage his privacy by physically changing his direction of jogging (spatial control). While coming back from work in the night, when Adam receives the same feedback from his wearable artefact, he instantaneously feels that it is right to be seen (for safety) and takes the street with CCTV cameras which is also well lit and crowded.

Scenario 2: Adam has a Privacy Care ambient device in the form of an artwork hanging in his living room. It monitors the privacy settings of all the smart devices and applications that Adam uses, and communicates his overall privacy status by ‘tilting’ its position. The higher the potential of an undesired access to his smart devices, the higher the artwork tilts. During a working week at home, Adam has been allowing several applications to access his smart devices without paying attention to what data will be accessed and when. In the periphery of his attention, he can recognise the increasing tilt of the artwork, but due to his busy schedule, he is not able to attend to it. At the end of the week, when he is less busy, he walks to the artwork, gets curiously engaged, and starts focused interactions with different segments of the artwork to know what is actually going on and what controls could be executed. To access coarse-grained information and control, Adam knows he can re-balance the artwork, thereby removing access to all new applications and restoring his privacy levels back to his standard configuration.

Designers of privacy management systems need to empathise with users, understand their typical privacy needs, interactional capabilities and then tailor the care for them. Our framework thus focuses on the user interaction experience of privacy management in everyday context and contributes to the broader research agenda of usable privacy and security. The exploratory nature of the framework provides conceptual guidance on a set of dimensions, that interaction designers should follow when designing for effective and seamlessly natural privacy management. The resulting design concepts could then guide software engineers on the functionalities to develop and assist hardware engineers to think about the form-factors and modalities that are desirable.

To support the choice of our framework elements, we also present results from five semi-structured focus groups studies with a sample of older adults aged 60 and above. Research indicates that older adults are one of the most vulnerable groups when it comes to their cyber privacy [13,14,78], who also have high privacy concerns [61,93]. The effects of age-related decline in physical and cognitive abilities, alongside social factors can expose them further [75], making many (especially those living alone and technically inexperienced) an attractive target for privacy attacks in cyber, physical and social worlds they inhabit. Hence, we think that such a user group are one of the most important beneficiaries of the Privacy Care system. Once the designers understand the unique challenges of a specific population, they can improve technology for both the specific and the broader population [19].

Our study results conform to the framework principles showing their relevance to the design of privacy management tools in everyday UbiComp contexts.

2 Background and Problem Description

Privacy is an elusive concept. What is private to one might not be so private to others. On an everyday basis, individuals fluidly and intuitively refine their privacy choices. Altman describes privacy as a bi-directional input-output process of boundary regulation where individuals dynamically regulate access to themselves (or their information) based on internal changes in perception or knowledge, or external changes in the environment [2]. It is a non-monotonic function where people can have too little (e.g. crowding), optimal or too much privacy (e.g. social isolation) [2].

These core principles of Altman’s privacy regulation theory are widely agreed upon and also extended by several researchers in the context of UbiComp environments such as [10,54,67]. For instance, Palen and Dourish extend Altman’s social psychology theory to the networked, circumstantial world where
interpersonal interactions cease to be ephemeral and information can be easily recorded, made persistent and available to a wider unknown audience [67]. They describe privacy management as a continual, intuitive and dynamic response to a situation rather than static enforcement of rules which involves regulating boundaries of disclosure (private vs public life), identity (managing what to disclose about self and to whom) and temporality (past, present and future treatments of disclosed information) and the in-between tensions [67].

2.1 Privacy Management is Awareness and Control

Expanding the notion of privacy in UbiComp, Koenings explicitly defines awareness (and not only control) as a fundamental part of the right of privacy. In addition to an information-centric dimension, he also takes the user-centric physical dimension into account, and defines privacy management as an “individual’s right to be aware of potential observations and disturbances as well as an individual’s right to control undesired observations and disturbances” [48]. Observations or “outgoing border crossings” are “the act of accessing personal information of a user” by an observer [48]. Disturbances or “incoming border crossings” are “the act of accessing a physical space or the attention of a user” visually, acoustically or through motion by a disturber [48]. Observers are entities that gather contextual information in real-time and can be classified into humans, ambient sensors, body sensors, personal device sensors, and personal device detectors. These are present in the physical proximity of the user. Similarly, disturbers are entities that actively intervene in a user’s physical territory and can be classified into humans, ambient output devices, personal devices, autonomous devices, and remote controllable devices. When an observer or disturber tries to cross the private (physical or virtual) boundary of a user and access them or their information in an undesired manner, it causes a violation of the user’s privacy.

Besides the existence of an exponentially large number of possible situations of access in UbiComp; due to its’ highly contextual, dynamic and personal nature, the notion of fully (and exclusively) automated privacy protection and control is not only inappropriate but also impossible. Researchers argue that to enable an individual to effectively manage their privacy in UbiComp environments it is essential to raise their awareness appropriately and provide them with effective controls [9,48,52,65]. Bellotti and Sellen argue privacy as a user-interface design issue and state four factors about which feedback and over which control should be provided to the user [9]. These factors are capture (when and what information about the user gets into the system), construction (what happens to the information), accessibility (who and what have access to what information), purposes (why information is needed and how can be used in the future) [9].

Nguyen and Mynatt propose the Privacy Mirrors framework to argue that in systems that encompass social, technical and physical environments, privacy is addressed best by giving users methods, mechanisms and interfaces to understand and then shape the system in all three environments and not just in any one environment alone [65]. Through their framework they suggest to provide: history of the information flow, feedback about history, flow and present status to raise awareness and provide accountability, and the ability to change in any of the three environments [65].

Rooted in a literature survey on several user studies under privacy in location sharing (e.g. [16]), mobile devices (e.g. [5]), and smart environments (e.g. [63]) and supported with his own studies, Koenings argues that: who (recipient and relationship with them), what (content), when (context), how (processed, collected, distributed) and why (purpose, benefits), are the most influential factors that affect users’ awareness. Users give high priority to “who”, “what” and “why”. They desire systems that could enable them to be aware of observers and disturbers, and directly control observations and disturbances originating from those entities at the same time [48]. He further argues that while social relationships are the most important factor while dealing with persons, trust and credibility are important when dealing with service providers. Based on these factors (or a subset), users decide whether an access to themselves or their information is acceptable or undesirable.

These frameworks essentially establish privacy management as an interactive task of receiving information about elements of access (raising awareness) and having the opportunities to control or regulate those elements (enabling control) in a continual and dynamic manner. Below, we discuss some of the approaches researchers have used when designing user interfaces to support the interactive task of privacy management.
2.2 Approaches for Designing Privacy Management Tools

While users need systems that enable them to be aware of potential violations and control them at the same time, it is also important to prevent an excess of information from overwhelming the user [15]. Managing the complex variety of privacy settings can make the task of privacy management cumbersome, time-consuming and uninviting. Hence, one of the biggest challenges of interactive privacy management in UbiComp environments is to provide the multidimensional information related to a potential privacy violation without overloading the user and enable intuitive control.

2.2.1 Coarse-to-Fine Grained Management

To avoid overloading, many researchers support presenting information and enabling control at different levels from coarse- to fine-grained [48,52,65]. For raising awareness, Nguyen et al. urge designers to consider presenting feedback at different levels depending upon users’ available attention, and how much are they willing to know and control in their present context [65]. They conceptualise this using the mirror metaphor where privacy information can be represented at three levels: glance (gives small amount of information like when a person walks by the mirror), look (gives more information like when someone stops and looks into the mirror), and interactive (gives most amount of information) [65]. Based on the information to present and users’ context, designers are also advised to choose different modalities of presentation (and not only sight). Further, the location where to provide feedback also requires careful design [65]. When feedback is provided appropriately and in a timely manner, it could raise users’ awareness, helping them to better understand their relationship with the cyber, physical and social environments which they inhabit. They could then take concrete steps to control their privacy by adjusting appropriately through available physical, social and technical means and address privacy concerns [65].

While fundamentally this approach is very useful for saving users from finding ‘a needle in a haystack’ every time they desire to manage privacy, it has been predominantly implemented with GUI style interactions in the past. Lederer presents a Precision Dial framework to intuitively enable users pre-configure or dynamically manage the disclosure of activity (or context) on-the-fly, but only to people who they know [52]. The user can control the disclosure precision across all dynamic information (but not static information) using a virtual dial and receive feedback through a log file [52].

Koenings presents the PriVis app with three views: awareness view (offers direct control capabilities for coarse-grained options), privacy history view (allows browsing of past implications), and profile management view (offers indirect control through pre-setting privacy policies for coarse and fine-grained options) [48]. The awareness and history view list all observation and disturbance channels in the user’s territory (personal, physical and virtual-extended) in a tabular format. Information is presented at different granularity levels from coarse-to fine-grained [48].

We argue that for effective and seamless integration of dynamic privacy management in the daily lives of users, there is a need for coarse-to fine-grained mannerism in interaction style, modalities and mechanisms, and not just in information presentation. This is where existing work in this category fall short and needs attention.

2.2.2 Using Metaphors

Focussing on interaction and intuitiveness, many privacy UI researchers also propose the use of metaphors as conceptualizing tools to increase users’ awareness and enable them to reactively or proactively control the information-centric aspect of privacy.

Lederer particularly focuses on the user experience in everyday privacy management in UbiComp. They present the Faces interaction framework, with three key abstractions: inquirer, situation, and face as an encapsulation of information precision preference [53]. It empowers users to present different fronts or social identities (what) to different people (who), under different circumstances (when) by allowing users to adjust the precision of personal information (identity, location, activity, identity of nearby people and profile) disclosure to precise, approximate, vague or undisclosed as desired [53]. However, the face metaphor is not found to be a suitable encapsulation for representing precision of dynamic information [52].

To give an accurate and ambient sense of a user’s exposure to someone, Schlegel uses the metaphor of eyes [71]. Eyes appear and grow in size depending on the number of accesses granted for a user’s location and the type of person (family or friend) making the access.
To support privacy preserving spontaneous interaction for ubiquitous devices in physical proximity, Ferscha et al. [26] uses the metaphor of an *aura*. A digital aura is the strength of the device signals such as Bluetooth radio. It is dense at the centre of the object and thins out towards its surrounding. When the device detects another in its aura, it starts exchanging profiles and interacts on matching interest. A user can use *information shields or filters* to actively restrict profile propagation or passively control the incoming information.

Kapadia et al. [46], uses the metaphor of physical walls, and proposes *Virtual Walls* that could enable users to control the privacy of their digital footprints (contextual information derived from raw sensor readings). Three levels of transparency (transparent, translucent, and opaque) are presented, enabling users to create different disclosure levels for their information.

We make no comment regarding the efficacy of such metaphor-based designs. What is notable is that the choice of metaphor within the design is mainly based on the designers’ choice without an understanding of users’ contextual preferences for the metaphor. Thus, it is not user centric. Furthermore, even though most metaphors used have roots in the physical world, the modalities of user interactions offered by these designs are confined to visual representations and touch interactions on a GUI, which are not as grounded in the physical world as the metaphors themselves.

### 2.2.3 Overall Usability Challenges

The existing approaches to privacy management foreground understandability, reducing complexity and avoiding information overload. However, not only are they designed to operate in specific contexts, they also assume that privacy management must always be the main task (requiring full visual attention and some level of pre-planning), which makes it impractical for users to manage their privacy seamlessly and timely, in dynamic and contextually sensitive UbiComp environments.

Existing approaches also focus on screen-based solutions. The classic multiple-window and menu-based mechanisms of GUIs are useful, but due to inconsistencies with our interactions in the physical and social world, pose several usability challenges, especially when managing privacy dynamically [40]. There is a lack of immediacy in feedback and action. They demand full visual attention, irrespective of users’ available attention or contextual interactional needs (in terms of its style, modality or mechanisms).

Overall, the privacy management experience becomes physically interruptive, socially disruptive and time-consuming in everyday settings [25,59]. The user is not able to push or pull the task of privacy management seamlessly between the periphery and the centre of their attention as relevant (context or desire). As a result, quite often users start postponing the management task or even lose interest in managing it at all. This makes them increasingly vulnerable to serious privacy violations in daily lives. As a result, we face three overlapping research challenges: RC1: To shorten the physical-digital interaction gap in active privacy management. RC2: To provide direct, intuitive and engaging interaction mechanisms for raising privacy awareness and enabling control. RC3: To enable ad-hoc transition between coarse-to fine-grained privacy management and its’ seamless integration between everyday tasks without overloading and disrupting social and functional lives of the user.

To address such challenges and improve effectiveness, it is imperative to look at alternative interaction methods, modalities and mechanisms that are not only tailored to the privacy perceptions of individuals but also support seamless integration of privacy awareness and control between users’ everyday tasks. In order to achieve this, we propose the notion of *Privacy Care* that involves using more tangible and embodied style interactions, thereby allowing the provision of feedback for privacy awareness through visual cues, sound, haptics or smell and enhancing privacy control with direct haptic manipulation [32], spatial interactions or full body movements [32]. Peripheral tangible interactions in particular, can help to avoid information overload by enabling users to pull information from their environment and when appropriate [20], and fluidly shift between the centre and the periphery of attention when relevant for, or desired by the user [3,4]. In the next section we talk about such an approach, its relevance for dynamic privacy management and how it has been used so far in the context of end-user privacy management.

### 3 The Tangible Approach

The paradigm of tangible interactions is an alternative to GUI based approaches and provides methods, modalities and mechanisms to bridge the gaps between cyberspace and the physical environment. Nearly two decades ago Ishii and Ullmer proposed “tangible user interfaces” (TUIs) as interfaces that computationally
couple physical objects with digital information, enabling users to directly grasp and manipulate them (control) and perceive altered system states (representation) through human senses [37]. Tangible representations are often perceptually coupled with intangible representation (graphic and audio) [37]. There are two feedback loops: the passive haptic feedback loop (immediate confirmation that the user has grasped and moved the object) and the digital feedback loop (after sensing user’s haptic manipulation, system changes its digital state and display results in visual or auditory form) [37]. Input and output spaces generally coincide to realize a seamless coupling of physical and digital worlds [37].

Hornecker and Burr expanded the concept of Tangible Interactions to cover a broader range of systems and interfaces that share “tangibility and materiality, physical embodiment of data, embodied interaction and bodily movement as an essential part of interaction, and embeddedness in real space” [32]. They identified four themes for designing and assessing tangible interactions in social scenarios: (a) Haptic Direct Manipulation, (b) Spatial Interaction, (c) Embodied Facilitation, and (d) Expressive Representation. Haptic Direct Manipulation refers to users’ input (or control action) by physical (tangible) manipulation of material objects that are computationally coupled with digital information. Spatial Interaction focuses on the spatial qualities of an inhabited space where user interacts (or controls action) through meaningful movement and positioning of configurable materials (objects or her own body). Embodied Facilitation refers to how embodied constraints (such as size, form, or location of objects) in physical space and structure in software space can predetermine and guide style, methods and means of user interaction. Expressive Representation refers to perceptual coupling between tangible (such as haptic or smell) and dynamic intangible (such as graphics or audio) representations for providing meaningful output and raising awareness.

Tangible computing features provide possibilities for designing tangible user interfaces with explicit physical forms that are tailored for a particular application [36]. To understand which areas this interaction style can be suitably applied to, it is important to understand their inherent strengths and limitations. Shaer et al. provide an excellent overview of the strengths and limitations of tangible computing systems [74]. TUIs can (1) support collaboration and shared discussions, (2) are physically and socially situated in the same world as we are, (3) facilitate tangible thinking and stimulation by leveraging natural connection of body and cognition, (4) enable space-multiplexed input that improves directness, integration and compatibility, (5) offer specific and expressive affordances by allowing designers to vary shapes, colours, weights, material and interactional constraints of the tangible objects, and (6) provide rich tactile or embodied feedback even supporting eyes-free control [74]. Such systems can often suffer with problems of scalability, physical clutter, bulkiness, lack of versatility, and user fatigue due to prime modality of interaction being physical at all times [74].

3.1 Seamless Everyday Interactions

Taking inspiration from how we naturally shift our attention and resources in everyday contexts from one central task to another, multi-task, and perform several activities in the periphery of our attention, several researchers particularly advocate peripheral tangible interactions for meaningful and seamless integration of interactive systems in people’s everyday routine [3,4,20,30,66].

Building on Weiser’s vision of “calm” technology [83], Edge and Blackwell propose “peripheral tangible interactions” that enable users to pull information from their environment “as and when appropriate, rather than information being pushed on to them by a range of technologies competing for their attention” [20]. The centre and periphery of attention are considered as dynamic states of the mind and not fixed categories of the world [20]. The focus is on designing tangible interactions that can engage both the centre and the periphery of a users’ attention, enabling seamless back and forth movement between the two according to the momentary demands of a users’ activity [20]. Such interactions are direct, imprecise but intentional, and episodic in nature.

Supporting calm technology, Bakker also advocates peripheral interactions that can fluidly shift between the periphery and the centre of users’ attention when relevant for, or desired by the user [3]. They derive from the theories of divided attention which describe attention as finite amount of mental resources that can be divided over different activities such as bodily (e.g. sitting), cognitive (e.g. thinking) and sensorial (e.g. feeling the breeze) [45,85]. The extent to which these resources can be divided across multiple activities to be performed in parallel, depend on the type of resources required by those activities and their stage of
execution [4,85]. The activity that has the most resources allocated, is at the centre of attention, while all the other activities are at the periphery of attention [4]. The attentional process is also highly dynamic where the resource allocation across activities can constantly change, meaning seamless shifting of the activities between the centre and the periphery. Using three case studies, Bakker et al. demonstrate peripheral perception, interaction and combination of both the approaches [4]. The authors suggest perceptions and interactions should originate in the periphery where they become available to the user to enable easy and instantaneous initiation or even rejection [4]. The context of the interaction (users’ location, social setting and their everyday routine) as well as personal preferences and differences, should also be taken into account for designing peripheral interactions [4].

Such interaction mechanisms hold high significance for the context of privacy management in UbiComp Environments, where a multitude of information pertaining to observations and disturbances needs to be represented and acted upon by a user, without overloading them or disrupting their ongoing activities in the social physical world. The coarse-grained information about a potential violation can be presented to the user in their periphery of attention unobtrusively and quickly attended to when urgent or desired, or ignored conveniently. It could also equally provide users with the opportunity to increase their focussed engagement with the stimuli, thereby pulling the privacy management task more and more to the centre, allowing them to perform more fine-grained interactions.

3.2 Tools for Privacy Management

There are few examples in the literature where concepts of tangibility (particularly immediacy and naturalness due to physicality) have been used to specifically help users regulate digital access to themselves in application contexts such as online social communications with known persons [21,29], setting mobile phone location [41], on-body data privacy warnings and controls [62], and securely unlocking a personal device [82].

Greenberg et al. [29] discuss and implement digital but physical surrogates (tangible representations of remote people) that indicate activity and availability of a remote person. Surrogates also react to a user’s physical actions enabling natural ways of controlling digital communication. They also propose an awareness model and demonstrate the concepts of abstraction for balancing awareness, expressions, privacy and distraction during online interactions. This approach is limited to an indoor desktop context and helps to regulate disclosure in an online social interaction application with one-to-one intimate collaborators and not one-to-many or unknowns. Physical surrogates are explicitly visible to bystanders and thus could have privacy implications. No user evaluation is done to test whether it helps users to regulate their privacy or not.

Eggen et al. present IrisBox which uses continuous background sound to enable the user to be aware of their family or friends’ availability and willingness to communicate [21]. Authors use the metaphor of a door which when closed, signifies keeping unwanted disturbances out, and when open, signifies openness and allowing access. The in-between states and positioning of the door also hold different interpretations and can add to the richness and subtlety of the information. Through a continuous-input rotatory knob, the user can control access to themselves and set their own availability by physically twisting it on the IrisBox [21]. The outside world is represented with an illuminated background that becomes more and more visible as the user opens up the knob by rotating it anti-clockwise [21]. This also increases the sound output showing users’ increasing availability [21]. Upon clockwise rotation, the illuminated background gradually shuts off, also turning off the sound output and representing no availability [21]. This approach is restricted to regulating availability/non-availability while communicating with a chosen few people. The system is meant to be used only indoors on a desk setting. This is also not evaluated with users.

Privacy-Shake [41] shows how haptic interfaces and interactions (shaking and sweeping) could help manage coarse-grained personal information privacy in an ad-hoc manner in mobile settings. In-lab evaluations with 16 participants shows that participants are able to perform the task of disabling location sharing faster with Privacy-Shake as compared with a traditional GUI. The task of shaking is found to be socially awkward and more discreet interaction is desired. Also, the functionality is highly limited and requires deeper exploration of interaction styles to regulate different aspects of regulating an access.

To provide users with subtle, real-time privacy warnings and non-obtrusive control capabilities, Mehta et al. propose on-body privacy management [62]. They present the Privacy Band prototype: a forearm wearable
that provides users with interactive capabilities to manage their cyber-physical privacy reactively in an ad-hoc, continuous and eyes free manner [62]. A lab-based user study with 11 participants has shown that it can help raise the privacy awareness of its’ users through discreet haptic vibrations (metaphorical ‘privacy itch’) at distinct locations of their forearm and prompt them to react (or control) their privacy in an intuitive and immediate manner through direct haptic manipulation (metaphorical ‘privacy scratch’) [62].

In the Touch-And-Guard system [82], Wang et al. address the problem of acoustic and visual eavesdropping while a user interacts with their personal device outdoors. The system uses hand touch as an intuitive means of establishing a secure connection between a wristband wearable and the touched digital device. It extracts secret bits from the hand resonant properties (highly sensitive to different hands, devices, and the manner in which hand touches the device) using accelerometer and vibration motors. These extracted bits are then shared by wristband wearable and the touched device to authenticate and communicate securely. The authors demonstrate the feasibility (and functionality) of their system through a lab-based study but do not test the user experience of privacy management.

Schaub et al. [70] vision an approach to use personal drones (such as Nanocopters) as interactive privacy interfaces in UbiComp environments, and discuss the opportunities and challenges. This approach represents a device-independent embodiment of information in user’s physical environment. Information flow visualisation is represented through the flight path and swarming of the Nanocopters. For more information, the user can grab a Nanocopter and exert control, by interacting with its display, moving, or blocking its path or pushing it out of the path. These could also be used as ambient exposure displays or to facilitate in-situ privacy decision-making (for cases that need urgent intervention). The approach is not implemented. While this sets the vision, much is left to be explored. For instance, how to integrate such drones into smart environments without being obtrusive and threatening (to users as well as bystanders). It is also unclear how to design interfaces that can control the activity, representation and drone-user engagement.

3.3 Summary

Our literature review has highlighted the need to rethink how we design privacy management tools for UbiComp environments that individuals inhabit. GUI designs are overly complex, and do not respond well in the continually shifting context of such environments. We argue that TUIs provide many benefits for designing more effective privacy management tools, but as we have identified, existing proposals and designs have many limitations. We argue that there is a clear need for a unifying framework that can provide designers with a basis that is grounded in privacy and tangibility literature. Such a framework provides designers with a set of concepts that will help generate tangible interactions for effective and seamless privacy awareness and control in a variety of everyday UbiComp contexts. Building on our extensive review of the relevant literatures, we present the Privacy Care framework.

4 Privacy Care: A Tangible Interaction framework for Seamless and Effective Privacy Management

The notion of Privacy Care particularly focusses on designing novel interactions to make the experience of users in privacy management, more effective and seamlessly natural in everyday settings. The framework is rooted in the literature of privacy management and tangible computing. Keeping users at the centre, Awareness and Control are established as the core parts of our framework. These are inherent to any tangible interface and are equally essential for the user’s sense of personal privacy. The core is supported with three interrelated tenets: Direct, Ready-to-Hand and Contextual. Direct offers intuitiveness through metaphor usage. Ready-to-Hand supports granularity, non-intrusiveness and ad-hocness, through periphery-to-centre-to-periphery style attention transitions. Contextual supports customisation through modularity and configurability.

In the next subsections, we describe individual elements of the framework and how they can come together to provide experience of an embodied privacy care with contextually varied interactions that are seamlessly fluid, calming and yet actively empowering.
4.1 Privacy Awareness

Users are frequently found to be unaware of the privacy risks involved in the use of their mobile applications [5,56] and technological systems [47], or the environment [8] they are in. While users desire systems that can effectively improve awareness of privacy implications of their actions or inaction [48], it is difficult to determine what is sensitive for which individual, as different individuals can have different concerns and sharing tolerances in different situations [50]. These could also be influenced by age, gender and cultural perceptions of an individual.

Information Type

Effective privacy management first requires a user to be made aware of the relevant aspects of access, that could make it a potential violation having negative physical, mental or social implications. As highlighted earlier (section 2.1), Koenings argues that ‘who’, ‘what’, ‘how’ and ‘why’ are the key factors that impact on users’ awareness. In a way, this covers all the aspects that a user can know about a situation or fact. The system should be able to deliver these (or their subset) appropriately as and when relevant to the user. For instance, in scenario 1 Adam only needs to know ‘who’ the disturbers are (CCTV cameras in the upcoming street). In scenario 2, Adam needs to know the ‘overall status’ and not just at a specific instance but any time as per desire.

One of the practical challenges that many users face while trying to manage privacy dynamically is to remember the sequence and location of control actions (that are usually jargon-filled in nature) in their devices. This becomes cognitively demanding and cumbersome. Hence there is a need to design for suitable cues that can inform a user explicitly about the available controls and provide more effective memory aids on how to execute them, especially in real-time. For instance, in scenario 2 the affordance of a titled (or imbalanced) frame is sufficient to inform Adam about the overall privacy health of his devices and action that he can perform to re-balance his privacy. This guidance could be very handy when there are multiple possible control actions and the user wants to choose one, or a subset of those in real-time. For instance, in scenario 1 Adam needs to be shown which could be a more privacy preserving route to take.

We add this aspect to the elements of Awareness, as illustrated in Figure 2 below.
**Interaction Style**

The Privacy Care system can provide awareness information to the user through *prompts* or *reports*. While prompting can nudge the user to get aware of particular aspects of access and take appropriate control actions, reporting can provide information based on the consequences of users’ actions. For instance, in scenario 1 Adam is prompted by the system to know about the upcoming disturbances and take a different route to control the access. In scenario 2, the artwork tilts to report the imbalance caused by Adam allowing non-trusted applications to access his devices.

**Interaction Modality**

Feedback can be provided to the user by changing physical properties, creating motion or projecting information on a Privacy Care TUI. The framework enables distribution of the multi-dimensional information types across different sensory channels through visual cues, sound, haptics or smell, as appropriate. The positioning of feedback input could be on the user’s body or in the ambient environment around them. For instance, the forearm wearable Privacy Band informs the user of a potential violation through discreet haptic vibrations (metaphorical ‘itch’) on their body [62]. The appropriateness depends on the user’s available attention and context. Thus, we advise designers to first empathise with users, understand their typical contextual privacy needs, interactional capabilities and then choose the right mix of tangible (and intangible) modalities for appropriate representation.

### 4.2 Privacy Control

Researchers have found users to prefer manual or direct control of their privacy to indirect context-based control by pre-selecting privacy preferences in the context of ubiquitous environments [48]. They desire systems that could enable them to control the overall access or the individual aspects of access (as described in Privacy Awareness).

Privacy control does not only mean blocking the access in every context. It is a bi-directional input-output process of boundary regulation where people can have too little, optimal or too much privacy [1]. When inputs from others and outputs to others are on an acceptable level to an individual, the optimal level of privacy is achieved [1]. To achieve this optimal level, an individual can take a variety of actions. Burgoon et al. study these actions through a survey of 444 adults and adolescents about their privacy concerns and the restoration behaviours they adopt in interpersonal interactions [12]. In addition to blocking and allowing access, they find negative arousal and confrontation as one of the common mechanisms that people adopt to control their privacy. With miniaturization and the easy availability of recording devices, people have now also started recording privacy breaches to analyse, share or present it as an evidence of intrusion [7].

---

*Figure 2: Information Types for Privacy Awareness*
Control Types

Based on these views, we divide the control mechanism into three categories: allow and block, confront, and record and report. We propose using allow and block as the two ends of a dialectic scale where the optimal level of perceived privacy can be achieved anywhere on that scale. Such a scale could provide the user with an opportunity to decide upon and control the precision of disclosure dynamically as per their social, physical and mental context. The precision of disclosure can be like a four-step scale (as the one suggested by Lederer [53]), more fine-grained or even more coarse. Confronting the inquirer or adversary not only means negative arousal such as ‘spamming the spammer’, but also implies creating a socio-cultural situation of you-know-that-I-know-that-you-know, which is found to be effective in holding people accountable for their actions thereby improving their social behaviours [23]. Finally, through record and report, a user can either choose just to record but not report, report to their support network (e.g. friends, family) or to the authorities (e.g. council, police). See Figure 3 for illustration.

![Figure 3: Control Types for Privacy Control](image)

Control Style

Privacy Care systems can enable users to exert control actions reactively as well as proactively. Reaction is the immediate action taken by the user on receiving certain stimuli from the system. Pro-action is the action taken by the user pre-emptively based on their own understanding, without receiving any stimuli from the system. For instance, in scenario 1 Adam reacts to block access to his physical self. In scenario 2, Adam proactively allows applications to access his smart devices.

Designers should be careful not to fall into a 'notice and consent' style approach for every access as this could easily overwhelm the user very quickly. A fully automatic solution is also not possible or desirable as discussed in the related work (Section 2.1). Hence a semi-automatic approach such as the one proposed by Bunnig could be more appropriate, where a data-mining powered interaction model learns from a user’s decision of which information to disclose to which service in which situation, and for any later point of time uses that to automatically decide or suggest for disclosure in that context [11]. This ad-hoc approach could save users from having to make frequent decisions [11]. The implementation manner is a system-level issue while our focus is on the user level. While out of scope for this paper, the concept needs to be explored in greater detail.

Interaction Modality

Privacy Care systems should go beyond touch interactions and support privacy control with direct haptic manipulation [32], spatial interactions or full body movements [32]. What direct manipulation [75] is to graphical user interfaces, tangible (haptic) manipulation is to tangible interfaces. This can involve meaningfully touching, tilting, pushing, grabbing, squeezing, shaking, scratching or rotating an object in the tangible interface. While direct manipulation requires visual attention and lacks naturalness of physicality, tangible manipulation when performed on the body for instance, can be done without visual attention by relying on proprioception and haptic feedback. For instance, Privacy Band offers a user the ability to restrict access to their information by physically manipulating (metaphorically ‘scratching’) a part of the band in an eyes-free manner [62]. Spatial interactions can feel even more natural and expressive. These focus on the spatial qualities of users’ inhabited space, where the user can meaningfully move configurable objects or their own body in order to give input to the system. For instance, in scenario 1 Adam spatially interacts to regulate his privacy by changing the direction of his jogging. In scenario 2, nudged by the affordance of the
titled artwork, Adam manages the access to his smart devices by naturally moving the artwork to a physically balanced position.

Different control interaction modalities can feel seamlessly intuitive and appropriate in different context. Again, we advise designers to first empathise with users, understand their typical contextual privacy needs, interactional capabilities and then choose the right set of control modalities.

### 4.3 Embodiment

The essence of Privacy Care lies in its’ sensorial embodiment by integrating elements of privacy awareness and control into the everyday objects and environment around the user. As people are familiar with the forms and use patterns of such entities, augmentation only extends their existing capabilities, keeping the effort to learn as minimal. For privacy management that is seamlessly fluid, regular and yet non-interruptive, designers need to go beyond ordinary screen-based interactions that can sometimes feel buried inside a general-purpose device, and design meaningful interactions that are inspired not only from physical (tangible) but also social phenomena of daily life. Our aim with Privacy Care is to make basic privacy management interactions as natural and simple as a daily-life activity like ‘drawing the curtain’. The tool to manage the task (the curtain in this case) is always tangibly present around the user in their particular environment but doesn’t disturb or interrupt them in their ongoing tasks. The user doesn’t even have to look or focus at it even while interacting (opening or closing) with it. The cue (or feedback for awareness) to draw the curtain either comes from the environment (e.g. when it is too bright) or from within (e.g. when a person wants privacy to change their clothes) in a very discreet and non-intrusive manner. The user then responds to cues such as the tool’s affordance (grab and move in this case), using it to intuitively and naturally manage the privacy task, and return to their original task.

It is however also true that due to the multidimensionality of ‘access’ and the changing context in UbiComp environments, the privacy management task can’t be that simple all the time. A user might sometimes need multiple and detailed bits of information to decide on whether a particular access would imbalance their privacy or not. A dedicated privacy management system based on Privacy Care should have the capability to rise up-to the demands of providing focused, detailed and more engaging interactions when relevant (as per the context or users’ desire).

In any case, to achieve meaningful and expressive embodiment, it is necessary for Privacy Care to be appropriately direct, ready-at-hand and contextual throughout the daily routine of a user.

### 4.4 Direct

Privacy Care intends to offer interactions that enable a user to have direct access to their pre-existing knowledge and apply them intuitively to become aware of observations and disturbances in a quick, timely and a straight-forward manner. For an action and reaction based interactive system, in order to make interactions direct and intuitive, it is important to unify modality and other characteristics of action, i.e. time, location, direction, dynamics and expression, with the same characteristics of reaction [84]. However, full unification is not always possible when designing technical systems and so designers need to carefully design for information cues that can guide the user’s actions towards intended functions [84]. Interaction designers often use metaphors as a conceptual tool for designing such interactions.

The directness and naturalness of tangible interactions is known to reduce cognitive load. The inherent physicality, familiarity and embodiment offered by tangible computing systems facilitate the subconscious application of prior knowledge, providing opportunities to design metaphor-based intuitive and effective interactions [38]. Hurttienne et al. propose a continuum of knowledge and describe that intuitiveness in interactions can stem from any level of that continuum: (1) **Innate**, (2) **Sensorimotor**, (3) **Culture**, (4) **Expertise** and (5) **Tools**, as long as they are unconsciously applied by the user [34]. As we move from the lowest level (Innate) to the highest level (Tools), the need for the degree of specialized knowledge increases and the potential number of users possessing that knowledge decreases [34]. For the context of Privacy Care, we stick to the first two levels which promises the most intuitive and universally applicable interactions.

Innate knowledge (e.g. sucking or grasping) are reflexes or instinctive behaviour which is acquired through the activation of genes or in prenatal stages of development [34]. The knowledge at sensorimotor level is
acquired in early childhood and used continuously in interactions with the physical world. Affordances [28] and image schema [43] reside at this level of knowledge [34]. While affordances are the cues for interaction offered by objects and environment around the user, image schemas are the recurring dynamic patterns of bodily interactions that structure our understanding of the world [43]. Image schemas are particularly useful as their metaphorical extensions generate primary metaphors which are very effective in structuring and communicating abstract concepts [34,43]. Such metaphors are fundamental units of knowledge shared across a large range of people and can be retrieved subconsciously from memory [34]. Beyond supporting intuitive interactions, primary metaphors also promise inclusive interactions, making them independent from conscious cognitive abilities, technical experience and cultural interpretations [35].

Innate metaphors such as ‘itch’ and ‘scratch’ have been used previously to alert users about personal data breaches intuitively, in a non-obtrusive and eyes-free manner [62]. In scenario 2, the nudge to balance the imbalanced artwork arises from the FORCE image schema, which enables Adam to make a metaphorical connection such that ‘having balanced disclosure is balancing the artwork’.

Designers should continue to explore innate metaphors or the specific image-schema categories that are more suitable to the users in a given context for raising privacy related awareness and enabling control.

### 4.5 Ready-to-Hand

One of the biggest usability challenges with the existing solutions for privacy management is that they are not appropriately available to the user when needed. A lack of ad-hocness in interaction style, modality and mechanisms, result in either making the interaction too discreet and buried somewhere that it goes unnoticed, or too intrusive that it is right ‘in the face’ of the user. Overall, the task of dynamic privacy management becomes ineffective.

For seamless integration in the everyday lives of the user, we aim to provide Privacy Care that is ready-to-hand or ad-hoc but neither intrusive nor buried. To achieve this, in addition to context (as discussed in the next sub-section), it is important for designers to consider and then tailor the interactions for privacy management as per the availability of users’ attention. Divided attention theory describes attention as the finite amount of mental resources that can be divided over different activities such as bodily (e.g. sitting), cognitive (e.g. thinking) and sensorial (e.g. feeling the breeze) [45,85]. The extent to which these resources can be divided across multiple activities to be performed in parallel, depend on the type of resources required by those activities and their stage of execution [4,85]. The activity that has most resources allocated, is at the centre of attention, while all the other activities are at the periphery of attention [4]. The attentional process is also highly dynamic where the resource allocation across activities can constantly change, meaning seamless shifting of the activities between the centre and the periphery [4].

#### 4.5.1 Periphery-to-Centre Attention Transitions for Seamless Privacy Management

To design for periphery-to-center-to-periphery style transitioning of privacy interactions in a seamless manner, Privacy Care supports a **coarse-to fine-grained** style of presenting and enabling control over aspects of access, from existing privacy literature (section 2.2.1). It also expands the application of such mannerism to the interaction style and modality for privacy management.

The aspects of awareness and control can be presented in a coarse-to fine grained manner. For example, only ‘what’ is being accessed could be chosen by the system as the coarsest information to be presented and controlled by the user. It becomes less coarse when the next aspect such as ‘who’ is added, and so on. This is applicable to each individual aspect as well. For instance, ‘who’ can be made relatively coarse by enabling presentation and control through categorizing it into family, friends, colleagues and strangers or fine-grained by allowing to choose each and every person individually who can have the access and who cannot.

To be ready-at-hand, the Privacy Care system should be present around the user and easily accessible when needed in a context. This could be achieved by appropriately instrumenting everyday objects around the user or something that is portable and wearable for mobile situations like Privacy Band [62]. While the privacy literature mainly relies on a visual, text-based style for presenting aspects of access, and touch for control (whether coarse or fine grained), we advise the designer using Privacy Care to choose the presentation style and modality depending upon how coarse or fine grained the information and associated control is. For instance, presenting coarse information like ‘what’ is being accessed, can be more effective and less intrusive when presented on the body via haptic feedback [62]. Such feedback can reside at the extreme periphery of
users’ attention. The user doesn’t need to interrupt their ongoing task and can perceive the input in an eyes-free manner. Similarly, coarse interaction for control like haptic direct manipulation in an eyes-free manner [62], just shaking the phone [42] or even pressing on/off buttons, may be the only necessary control that a user desires or finds most instantaneous and effective when mobile or in a meeting. Minimum resources are needed to act and control such actions. As the granularity of information to be presented and control to be executed becomes finer, the richness of input and output modalities should also increase. Fine-grained privacy management requires the user to interact and thereby engage with the system longer. They generally demand deep focus and engagement to understand different aspects of a potential violation in detail and execute specialized control, thereby treating it as a task, central to the users’ attention. For finer-grained management, awareness can be raised by distributing the access information across a combination of sensory channels. Properties such as intensity, frequency, duration can be manipulated. Similarly control actions can be provided as a combination of touch, haptic manipulation, spatial interaction or full body movement. To find the right combinations, designers are advised, to first empathise with users, understand their typical contextual privacy needs, interactional capabilities and then choose the appropriate set of feedback and control modalities.

Figure 4: Coarse-to fine-grained privacy management interaction with a computing device on the attention continuum

Figure 4 illustrates the granular privacy management interaction on the attention continuum. Overall, the handle for privacy care should be provided to the user at their periphery of attention so that it is always available and ready to be dealt with when needed. The user can ignore it, perceive and spend minimum resources to act and control the access, or if curious, start pulling it towards the center of their attention by increasing focus and interaction, receiving higher feedback, and responding appropriately. They can start pushing it back away from the center anytime they desire, or when privacy has been managed sufficiently.

The user’s focus is then on the task in the context, rather than the artefact per se. This is in-line with Heidegger’s notion of ‘ready-to-hand’ tools [31]. Sometimes, such as when the potential access is very critical, the system itself can push the privacy management task to the center of users’ attention through stronger feedback, expecting the user to immediately push other ongoing tasks towards the periphery and make privacy management their central task. This kind of transitioning between the periphery-center-periphery, enabled through coarse-to fine-grained style, essentially enables seamless embedding of the task of managing privacy as a day-to-day activity.

4.6 Context

As seen in previous sections, to design for appropriate privacy awareness, control, intuitive metaphors and ready-to-hand interactions; understanding the user’s context is very important. Contextual knowledge is what makes Privacy Care most effective and acceptable. It helps designers to precisely understand users’ pain points, make effective design choices and set appropriate constraints. However, for building dynamically
interactive systems, gathering real and meaningful context information is not a trivial task even for modern day computing systems. Schmidt distinguishes context into human factors and the physical environment [72]. Human factors include static as well as dynamic information on the user (such as their habits, emotional state and biophysiological conditions), the user’s social environment (such as information on others present around the user, social interaction and dynamics) and the user’s task (such as activity, central task and peripheral tasks) [72]. The physical environment includes information on location (absolute and relative), infrastructure (points of observations and disturbances) and physical conditions (such as light, noise and weather) [72]. Having fully autonomous systems that can automatically detect the turbulent contexts and nuances of everyday activities and then act on the user’s behalf is not only impractical but also seemingly impossible. Even if such systems become possible, they would take away all the control from its users and make them slaves of technology; a state that is not at all desirable to many.

4.6.1 Customizing for Context

Context has been found to affect users’ interaction strategies and preferences in the usage of interaction modalities [55]. For privacy management, this complicates the situation further, as privacy is not a one-off task to be done in one context only. It is a dynamic response to a situation (and situations can change often in everyday context) rather than a static enforcement of rules [67]. To design for versatility, flexibility and extensibility, we propose the Privacy Care system to be customisable through configurable software and modular hardware. The aim should be to develop Privacy Care in a manner such that it can be presented as a kit that can be customised by the user themselves.

Modular Hardware

The physical elements of the Privacy Care system decide the overall form factor, user interaction style, input output modalities and associated metaphors for privacy awareness and control. The I/O elements could be designed as single independent physical entities and used as slave or extension modules to a main master module. For instance, Vonach et al. present such an approach and provide modular actuated tangible objects for tabletops [81]. Users can then arrange such modules in any specific layout picked from a finite set of layouts provided to them to craft their own socially meaningful interactional experiences. For example, when going to a meeting, a user can choose to assemble the Privacy Care TUI in the form of a wearable necklace with a ‘heating’ extension module as the actuator to provide feedback for awareness, and a ‘touch’ extension module as the sensor to provide action for immediate control. An underlining metaphor for privacy management interaction in such scenario could conceptualize access to users’ real-time location by someone as showing warmth (by increasing temperature of the heating actuator).

Such customisation could be limited due to challenges of hardware design where a large number of I/O modules or layouts are possible.

Configurable Software

The underlying software is coupled with the physical elements of the system in a meaningful manner. Privacy Care system software should allow a basic configuration to initialize to default when set up for use. Basic configuration can manage the digital elements of awareness and control. Depending upon the selected I/O modules and the physical assembly, the software should re-configure to provide Privacy Care functionalities for desired interaction styles and modalities.

Software designers can divide feedback and control functions into two levels, (a) secondary level: provides feedback and control for a general type of violation which may not be time critical, and (b) primary level: provides feedback and control for something that is more specific to the context and needs immediate action. This distinction can help to avoid cognitive overloading and implement the Privacy Care system more effectively in a context. For instance, managing physical intrusion by public recording devices is of prime concern for Adam in scenario 1 and needs to be acted upon as and when it happens. This would be implemented at the primary level. When Adam goes on jogging every time, the sensing system gets activated to sense that particular form of incoming violation, inform Adam effectively and enable intuitive controls. Any other type of access that is not relevant to context, for example, someone tagging Adam on a social media post or a mobile phone application trying to access some data in his phone, would be implemented at the secondary level. These potential privacy violations would not be notified to Adam in that context unless he intentionally stops and wants to manage those.
To inform the design of the primary level, preferences can be collected from a user on what type of accesses they are most concerned with in different contexts. The remaining types of relevant potential violations can be put at the secondary level. The system can then change the functions for feedback and control at the primary and secondary levels, as the user’s context changes.

Overall, Privacy Care focuses on personalising the interaction experience of privacy management based on the user’s context. Designers are advised to follow a user-centric *research-through-design approach* [88]. This means that they must apply Privacy Care principles to empathise with and understand users’ privacy management contexts in everyday routine, design artefacts, and evaluate them longitudinally back in those contexts, in an iterative manner.

## 5 User Study

We empirically support the choice of the elements of Privacy Care through five semi-structured focus groups with a sample set of older adults aged 60 and above. The focus groups explore the privacy concerns, mitigation approaches, and associated constraints faced by our user group in the context of daily life UbiComp contexts. Our methodology focuses on individual *lived and felt experience* and demonstrates how such an approach can be effectively used in the field of privacy studies [86].

We choose older adults because research indicates that they are one of the most vulnerable groups when it comes to their cyber privacy [13,14,76], who also have high privacy concerns [58,89]. While many IoT technologies are being designed to help older adults successfully and independently age in place, the ubiquity of such technologies also exposes them to serious privacy threats. The effects of age-related decline in physical and cognitive abilities, alongside social factors – including the loss of a spouse or close family/friends, the loss of income and loneliness [73] – can expose them further, making many (especially those living alone and technically inexperienced) an attractive target for privacy attacks.

### 5.1 Methodology

Focus groups enable group interaction and can provide greater insights into people’s experiences and opinions [6,49]. They allow participants to selectively disclose, responding to others’ comments as the conversation flows. Literature suggests focus groups as an appropriate research method to examine sensitive issues [1,2,3], as people may feel more relaxed when they see others describing similar experiences or views. Moreover, previous research has also established that semi-structured focus groups are effective for studying and understanding the needs of older adults [6], as they enjoy conversations where they can relate incidents and share stories of their own experiences. Based on this rationale, focus groups were considered appropriate to explore the sensitive topic of privacy with a sample of older adults.

Focusing on an individual’s experience, as promoted by experience-centered design [86], has proven to be a useful and critical means of gathering information [60]. Such an approach helps in gathering users’ “*affective and emotional response, the meaning that people make of interaction, people’s values, the aesthetics of interaction, personal and social commitments to sustainability and democracy*” [60]. Dunphy et al. [19] followed an experience-centered approach to understand the privacy and security needs and practices of users. They used three case studies to co-design with users with methods including collage building, questionable concepts and digital portraits. These methods were tailored specifically to the participants and the settings involved. The researchers’ motive was to learn from the participants’ experiences. Through our exploratory study, we decided to utilize a similar method. We focused on a rich, grounded approach based around individual stories to explore already felt and lived experiences, motivations, concerns and interactions of the participants in the context of privacy in daily life settings.

### 5.2 Questionnaire

Our study was guided by individual questionnaires for each participant (see supplementary material [61]). The questionnaire (consisting of 22 questions) was divided into two parts. The first part (13 questions) aimed to map the daily routine of a participant to understand their information flows and any points of (physical and digital) interaction. Participants were asked to complete this part individually. The first part helped to set the context for a deeper discussion on privacy in the second part.
The second part started with a basic introduction to what we mean by privacy and how it can be violated in the physical and digital world (using pictorial representations). A 10-minute video excerpt from the movie “The Circle” [69], portraying the effects of unexpected privacy violations was also shown to the participants. This was followed by nine open and closed questions that explored the privacy concerns, awareness tendencies and mitigation approach currently followed by the respondent. It included a five-minute exercise in which we asked each participant to go to the privacy settings of their personal device and browser and turn on ‘do not track’ and delete ‘cache and history’. Participants were asked to discuss the questions in this part collectively, building on each other’s views and experiences while recording their answers individually.

5.3 Protocol

After receiving University ethics approval, we conducted two pilot studies to explore the efficacy of the questionnaire. This helped us improve the questions (e.g. modifying the language and presentation to make it more suitable to the local older adult population), methodology and overall structure of the study. Five focus groups were then conducted over a period of one year with three participants in each group. The groups were selected based on the availability of participants (first-come first-serve basis).

For every focus group, participants were asked before the study to bring their personal digital devices to the session. Each session started with a short briefing about the study and participants were provided with printed copies of the study information sheet. Participants were then asked to complete an informed consent form. Individual questionnaires (described earlier) were then given to the participants and the focus group was conducted. It was stressed that the term privacy is not only related to personal “data” but is also about the physical self; thus when a person crosses into an individual’s (physical or digital) territory, space or border against the individual’s wishes, it is considered as a privacy violation.

As the study expected participants to share their private experiences, the consent form mandated that all the members of the group respect the confidentiality and privacy of others and to not share personal information with anyone outside the group during or after the study. With participants’ permission, all of the sessions were video, and audio recorded. A moderator helped with note taking. Each study took an average of three hours, including a lunch break. Participants were free to leave the study at any time.

5.4 Participants

Our user group for this study were adults aged 60 and above. To scope the problem and remove confounding factors, participants could have age-related mild declines in sensory, perceptual, cognitive and communication abilities but were excluded if they had serious mobility conditions, motor disability, stroke history or cognitive impairment. All had some exposure to digital/internet usage.

With the help of Age UK (a UK based charity that works with and for older people) and local contacts, we recruited 15 participants (three males, mean age = 72.4y). All were British nationals. Six participants marked their living status as alone. While all were retired, five did not mention their background (see Table 1). It should be noted that we adopted a convenience sampling approach and do not claim the participants to be particularly representative of the older population.

Four focus groups were conducted at the university campus and one at a pub in the neighborhood of that particular group. Participants were served lunch as compensation.

5.5 Analysis

The session recordings were transcribed. These were coupled with participants’ written answers in the individual questionnaire sheets and notes taken by the moderator. The data provided deep qualitative insights into the daily life circumstances of older adults in which privacy violations can occur, their approaches to mitigate privacy risks and regulate disclosure, and challenges encountered in the process. Deductive thematic analysis of the data was performed to categorize it into pre-determined categories, i.e. Privacy Awareness, Privacy Control and Interaction challenges viz, intuitiveness, granularity and customization to context. Factors such as frequency, uniqueness, and actual or possible degree of (mental or physical) harm to the older adults, were taken into consideration when picking data for supporting each of the category.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Former occupation</th>
<th>Living Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G1</td>
<td>P1</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Course manager</td>
<td>Alone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td>Head teacher</td>
<td>Alone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td>HR professional</td>
<td>With partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2</td>
<td>P4</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Magistrate</td>
<td>Alone, in apartments for older</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td>Charted Builder</td>
<td>With partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Shared house</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3</td>
<td>P7</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Accounts worker</td>
<td>With partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td>Auto foreman</td>
<td>With partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td>Accounts admin</td>
<td>With partner and children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4</td>
<td>P10</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Alone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>With tenants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>With partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G5</td>
<td>P13</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Social worker</td>
<td>With a dog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td>Housing officer</td>
<td>With partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Alone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Participant details (N=15).

5.6 Results
Throughout the sessions, participants shared several personal stories of privacy violations that related not only to the cyber world but ranged across their cyber, physical and social lives. This helped us to understand their real contextual needs and challenges in managing privacy in everyday UbiComp situations. Below we describe the themes that were identified to represent the needs of privacy management for this set of participants.

5.6.1 Privacy Awareness
Like many previous usability studies in the privacy literature, our participants also showed a severe lack of privacy awareness. Most agreed that they could not often sense threats to their privacy in real-time. In the physical world, only 3 (of 15) participants felt they could usually sense this risk with the remaining reporting ‘sometimes’ (n=7), ‘rarely’ (n=4) or ‘never’ (n=1). For instance, participants had concerns about shoulder surfing into their personal device by anyone around them, anytime without their knowledge, especially when using online banking services in public places (P1, P4-6). Some (P2, 10, 13-15) felt physically vulnerable while interacting with cyber-physical devices such as ATM machines in open spaces, especially at night. “Somebody came over the top of me and tried to take my card. He didn’t get my card but he sort of entered into my personal space and leaned over me. I didn’t even see that it was going to happen”, said P13.

For the digital world, 6 felt they could usually sense this risk with the remaining marking ‘sometimes’ (n=3), ‘rarely’ (n=2) or ‘never’ (n=4/15). Many participants (P1-7, 10-15) were worried about using the Internet, particularly due to concerns of some unknown (who) “Big Brother” watching them. “[Your] phone can hear you anytime you don’t know, everything is connected... I find it very frightening, very worrying”, said P7. Six participants (P4-6, 13-15) worried about what happens to the information they put on the Internet, who gets the access, what do they do with it once they get access, and how long do they keep it for. P4 said, “I must
admit, we are very casual. While searching for some accommodation, while planning travel, within seconds we start getting ads.” P5 expressed negative emotions of anxiety and embarrassment that he had felt due to lack of awareness of how his information got leaked and when it could come back to disturb him. “I came back from holidaying in Russia and sent photos to email of someone whom we met there. Thereafter, I started getting ads/alerts for pornographic websites and it appeared they are from Russia. We went to China, came back and I started receiving emails from Hong Kong. Just wondered how! Worry if such things pop up when I am with children”, said P5. Some (P13, P15) even showed concerns and desired more information on what happens to their personal information in the cloud after they die: “Does it become the property of the cloud? I feel annoyed with it. A friend of mine died, but even after she was shown on a social site as coming to the birthday party. Her son wanted to take that down but couldn’t. That is not fair” [P13].

In addition to the usual aspects of ‘access’, that is: who, what, why, when and how, our participants also lacked awareness of the available tools or how to operate them, thereby resulting in high vulnerability. Six participants (P1, 2, 10-13) did not even have anti-malware software installed on their devices or had expired versions. They did not know how to install this software and were also unsure as to why they should have it (P7, 8). Participants were also unaware that their credentials are stored in the devices and websites they use if they don’t logout. Those who used technologies like contactless payment cards were not aware that these could be used accidentally (or intentionally) to pay for someone else’s shopping (P2, 13, 15). They were also not aware of how to protect such cards using devices like shielding covers. Participants were also found to seriously lack technical know-how in using existing technologies for privacy management. During the second part of the focus groups, we asked every participant to go to the privacy settings of their device and browser and turn on ‘do not track’ and delete ‘cache and history’ items. The majority of our participants (except P3, 9, 14 15) were unable to complete this task and had no idea of where they could find these settings. They agreed that they didn’t know how to reach the privacy settings of different applications and didn’t realize what and how much information was being taken.

Many (P1-6, 10-15) desired informative sessions on privacy like ours as they found the focus group discussions to be very helpful, “eye-opener” and “nerve wracking but very informative” (P1, 2). Some participants (P4, 5, 13-15) also suggested to use personal letters, local notice boards or even local daily newspapers with non-technical granny language style explanations (a) to specifically raise their general levels of privacy awareness, (b) to inform them about available technological tools for privacy-protection, and (c) to inform them about how to use those tools.

5.6.2 Privacy Control

The heightened vulnerability led to limited mitigation approaches. Seven participants said that they were heavily dependent on others such as their family members (P4, 6, 15), friends (P11, 13), neighbors (P7, 8) or even supermarket staff (P7, 8) to help them use digital devices and manage online privacy: “Whenever I think there is issue with privacy or things like that, I have got people to call who can advise me on what to do in different situations” [P15]. While depending on others for personal privacy management tasks can give older adults an opportunity to have a social interaction, it forces them to trust others, possibly including strangers. This increases the possibilities of undesired observations. Moreover, this support structure is not available to everybody. Furthermore, it is also not a desirable state when older adults are concerned about their independence and autonomy [77].

A lack of control over access to personal information by unknown entities (leading to identity theft, disclosure of financial details, etc.) has been widely reported in the literature as a barrier for older adults to adopt and use the Internet [22,27,58]. To protect online privacy and subsequent implications in the physical world, many often kept their Internet usage to a minimum. Seven participants (P1, 2, 7, 8, 11, 12, 14) reported minimal sharing of personal information over social networking sites especially when travelling as they were afraid of having that information passed to burglars and then getting burgled: “It is not good to share your holiday pictures while you are still on holiday. This might give burglars a chance” [P1]. This however restricted their chance to share even when they wanted to, thereby creating an imbalance in the bi-directional privacy continuum (where too much privacy or lack of social interaction can lead to social isolation [2]). P12, P14 and P15 also described restricting the information they used in online forms, sometimes giving fake information. For example, P14 once gave her cat’s name instead of her own.

A few participants were able to use very basic technological aids to help them protect their privacy. These were limited to having, antivirus software installed on their desktop computers (P3, P4-9, P13-15), pre-setting
privacy settings (P3, 9, 14, 15), CCTV or having an alarm system installed at home (P1, 2, 4), using a RFID-shielding card defender (P2, 4), using a credit card instead of a debit card (P1-3, 13-15), and online privacy monitoring services (P3, 14).

Overall, participants either couldn’t protect their privacy (as evident through many personal stories) or tried to naturally organize their limited control actions into allowing, blocking, confronting or recording the access and followed both reactive and proactive approaches.

a. Allow the access

Participants who used the Internet tried to trust certain services (who) and chose to compromise for convenience over privacy. Some allowed access when they saw greater benefits without any substantial negative implications. For example, P10 had allowed remote access (how) to her personal device (what) a couple of times to get her desktop repaired (why). P11 had a small home monitoring system which she was happy with to collect her information, “This is for my benefit and happy for it to monitor me… it is also about social interaction. Nobody else cares so whatever this is, is fantastic”. This is interesting given that P11 described herself as having privacy concerns ‘multiple times a day’. A few (P2, P4, 11) who mentioned social isolation as one of their challenges, also mentioned the need to open up and willingness to be accessed for greater interaction with others.

b. Block and Avoid the access

To protect from shoulder surfing of their ATM pin by a person or CCTV cameras (who), very few (P1, 10) reported being in the habit of covering their hand while entering pin at the ATM. Some reported to avoid using ATM when there were people around the ATM, or to wait until they were alone (P5, 7, 12). All avoided using such public cyber-physical devices in dark areas.

When the perceived costs were higher, participants simply attempted to block and avoid incoming observations or disturbances. P7 and P12 expressed concerns over what information might leak due to Internet banking and thus to control, decided not to use it. P1 and P5 did not use Wi-Fi outside their homes, as they knew the networks were not secure and they can’t do anything about it: “I am worried about that very much… afraid to use debit or credit card outside” [P1]. Spam phone calls and posts regularly disturbed the participants (P4, 6, 10, 12-15). “Spam calls just annoy me because you get up and go and get the phone. Stops you from doing from something else. Such spam calls come every day to me in the evening” [P4]. Spam calls irritated P8 very much: “They are generally selling some service. I will get it when I need. They keep calling anytime… This is a major violation of privacy”. Many depended on their instincts to sense and block access to their information by spam callers. P4 described: “Once someone called me and said my computer is broken. They asked me to go on TeamViewer, which would give them control over my desktop and they can access anything. When I asked how much it is going to cost, the answer was enough to make me realize that something is fishy, and I cut it off”. P15 had a similar call from someone pretending to be from a named telecom company and offering help to fix her Internet through remote access. She had no issues with her Internet and was quick to sense something was wrong, leading her to hang up. However, the person called back again and questioned her aggressively as to why she put the phone down. To control such nuisance calls, two participants (P4, 11) tried to remember numbers ending with certain digits and not answer calls from those numbers. This did not always work as not only did they forget the numbers quite often but the spam calling numbers also kept changing.

c. Record the access

Several participants (P1, 2, 4, 13-15) discussed their concerns over ‘cold callers’ (who), people who come to their doorsteps trying to sell something (why). To regulate such physical access to their houses (what), some participants (P1, 2, 4) reported using CCTV surveillance systems for constant recording and using it later to report to their support network or authorities if needed. Group 2 expressed their comfort in having CCTV for surveillance in certain public locations as these could record and provide proof of committed crimes.

d. Confront (fight back)

CCTV cameras also acted as physical entities or extensions of users themselves that confronted the attacker, creating a socio-cultural situation of you-know-that-I-know-that-you-know. Such phenomena has been found to be effective in holding people accountable for their actions thereby improving their social behaviours [23]. A few participants (P5, 6, 15) mentioned not allowing waiters (who) to take their card (what) when paying
the bill in a restaurant and instead accompanying them. Four participants (P4, 6, 8, 14) reported confronting adversaries verbally on various occasions when they felt intruded and disturbed through spam calls. P6 once complained harshly to a spam caller (who) and hung up on him. “To me it was an intrusion to my privacy in home. It should be me who must be given the opportunity to decide who can call to my home phone.” [P6]. P4 reported her spam caller to the authorities. P14 reported sending junk mails back to people or organizations from where it had come.

The results under privacy awareness and control confirm the need to have interactive systems that can raise users’ awareness about: different aspects of access (who, what, when, why and how), available controls and how to execute them. It also confirms the desire among the users to control the aspects of access through different regulatory mechanisms that come naturally to them. The modules of awareness and control in our Privacy Care framework cover these aspects and mechanisms.

5.6.3 Interaction Challenges

Many participants expressed difficulties in understanding technical terms and how to use state-of-the art technology, often referring to their age: “No one has taught me how to use it properly. We didn’t grow up with them... its’ annoying when I can’t use it [smartphone]” [P4]. Some (P4, 5, 15) even felt embarrassed in front of children/grandchildren at times due to their inability to handle these devices. P11 raised concerns about the complexity of the instruction booklets that come with the devices. “We don’t understand instructions. You grew up with them, we didn’t” said P11 and suggested that the instructions should be in “granny language”. P10 and 12 agreed with this. The complexity of multiple windows and menu based structures of GUI based systems, where a user needs to learn and remember sequences of multi-step tasks, manipulate images or patterns mentally, and process loads of information has been found to be cognitively demanding by researchers in the past [68,78]. This often leads to increased difficulties and reduced desirability to use such technologies [17], particularly amongst older adults.

Several participants (P2, 4-7, 10-13) noted critical interactional and usability challenges, that they particularly faced when trying to manage their privacy with existing technologies. Many participants (P2, P5, P7, P8, P12-14) had to increase their suspicion levels and felt paranoid particularly in dealing with their personal and financial details on the Internet. “…always thinking or worried about what are they trying to find about me...”, said P14. Interactions for privacy management were felt “hidden inside” the smartphone and difficult to access. Even password management was considered to be highly cumbersome and challenging. Seven participants (P1-4, 6, 10, 12) were not aware of best practice and consequently did not follow them. “Where do you go to change the password?” asked P6. Participants also reported difficulties in having different passwords for everything, changing them every now and then and keeping track of all of them: “It is really too much sometimes... It is a real challenge...” [P3]. Six participants (P1, 2, 4, 6, 10, 12) kept the same password for everything and never changed it. P4 considered it too much hassle to change passwords and didn’t believe that it would make much of a difference: “We have just learned to use the damn thing (smartphone) and there are so many traps... passwords are complex to form and remember... you press wrong buttons or don’t remember... if you enter wrong password then it locks the system... have to then wait for mail to come and can’t get on... too much frustrating...”

a. intuitiveness

Participants faced difficulties in learning, memorizing and navigating through technical jargon filled representations and operate them to manage their disclosure. Six participants (P1, 2, 4, 8, 11, 13) mentioned that even though their friends or relatives told them occasionally how to manage settings of their devices, they found it difficult to remember the sequence or found it complex due to multiple things “hidden inside this [smartphone]” [P4]. P1 quoted, “It is frightening to access the privacy settings... where do I go”. Once logged out accidentally of applications like email or VoIP, some found it hard to log back in (P1, 2, 10, 13).

Intuitiveness was naturally found to be in more familiar acts. Some participants (P7, P12,13,15) found using cheques much intuitive than Internet banking but got ridiculed due to changed social expectations. For example, P13 mentioned people looking at her as if she “were a dinosaur” when they realized that she doesn’t use Internet banking but cheques. Similarly, P15 argued that signing on physical paper is more direct and easier than using new techniques like contactless cards. More tangible style interfaces have also been suggested previously for reducing the interaction complexity, lowering the threshold for use and promise higher technology acceptance by older adults [39,44,79].
b. Granularity

Many demanded highly coarse and direct mechanisms of awareness and control to avoid being overwhelmed by the information on each and every access. For instance, P1 did not want to know about every access every time, but desired to just go to a maximum of two places to check their privacy settings for everything. Similarly, P2 wanted to have just an on/off button to control her information flow on systems such as for health monitoring and not have to micromanage. A few participants (P1, 2, 9) suggested quick access to coarse interactions by having a vibration system to warn themselves in real-time of a possible physical intrusion by disturbers such as ‘cold callers’, followed by a loud sound feedback to scare the adversary away. Similarly, quick, coarse and easy to access interactions such as on/off buttons were also understood to be highly desirable and useful in situations, where users have dependency on others for assistance with privacy management in their personal device. For instance, when an older adult approaches someone at the supermarket for help with her digital device, she could be given an opportunity to hide everything that is not required to be seen for receiving the help needed, in a one or maximum two step interaction. A couple of participants (P3, P5) also reported using more fine-grained controls by reading terms and conditions of digital applications and services and then choosing what to do.

c. Customizability to Context

No interactional problems in relation to the context were explicitly stated, except age related decline in physical (e.g. eyesight, dexterity, delayed reaction times) and cognitive abilities (e.g. memorizing mitigation approaches ad-hoc) which made it harder for some older adults to manage their privacy, especially in ad-hoc real-time scenarios. Previous research suggests older adults can have difficulties when interacting with capacitive [24] and resistive touch screens [64]. A lack of haptic feedback in such interfaces can create perceptual difficulties for older adults, especially those with dementia [87].

Nonetheless, all the user stories give us insights into different daily life ubicomp contexts of the participants. Inspirations can be drawn from such stories to design for systems that are appropriately customizable to fit into their context and create socially meaningful experience for the user. For instance, many participants in this user group uniquely experienced “social decline” – including the loss of a spouse or close family/friends, the loss of income and loneliness. To deal with occasional loneliness, many expressed the desire to open up and have more social interactions. This exposed them to having interactions with con callers (who often target their attack to this group) as well, as expressed by P2: “When a person is lonely and gets a con call, there is a high possibility that they might be willing to talk to a stranger, as they haven’t spoken to anyone for that whole day. This makes them very vulnerable... it could be dangerous... they could share a lot of personal details...”. The end-user privacy management system in such scenarios would have to find appropriate (intuitive and granular) ways to alert users of possible implications (e.g. information leakage, physical access to their house or even burglary), being mindful at the same time of the socialization needs of the user and encouraging (not discouraging) them from making new social connections. The system would need to sit in the background and act as a guardian angel who is there to guide and protect if things go wrong but doesn’t disrupt the social interactions and make the user feel lonelier.

5.7 Summary

As the global population is ageing (around 960 million people aged 60 and above in 2017, expected to rise to 2 billion by 2050 [80]), researchers have started focusing on the needs of this specific user group. While many IoT technologies are being designed to help older adults successfully and independently age in place, the ubiquity of such technologies also exposes them to serious privacy threats. To reduce their vulnerability and increase technology acceptance, there is a strong need to design Privacy Care systems for this group.

To understand their real pain-points, we investigated the real-life privacy concerns faced by our focus group participants, as well as the mitigation approaches and constraints they faced in managing privacy. The participants were found to be highly prone to undesired observations and disturbances in a variety of everyday UbiComp contexts, due to lack of appropriate awareness and control. The results discussed under privacy awareness and control confirm the need to have interactive systems that can raise users’ awareness about: different aspects of access (who, what, when, why and how), available controls and how to execute them. It also confirms the desire among the participants to control the aspects of access through different regulatory mechanisms that come naturally to them. The modules of awareness and control in our Privacy Care framework, cover these aspects and mechanisms. The sessions also unraveled several interactional challenges
that the participants faced with existing UIs for privacy management. They expressed their interaction experience to be complex, time-consuming and not available when needed and desired more (a) direct, intuitive, (b) granular and (c) customizable interactions. These needs are covered and addressed by direct, ready-to-hand and contextual elements of our framework.

The conformity of the focus groups results to the elements of our framework demonstrates its’ usefulness in understanding the privacy routines and perceptions of this specific user group. It further guides the designers of privacy management tools on specific elements to consider when designing to improve the overall interactional and usability experience of this user group in UbiComp environments. Once the designers understand the unique challenges of a specific population, they can improve technology for both the specific and the broader population [19]. Hence, we hope that our framework can be used to design for effective and seamless privacy management in everyday contexts for users in other age groups as well.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we highlight the interactional challenges that users face when trying to manage their privacy dynamically in everyday UbiComp contexts. Focusing on the user experience, we propose the use of more tangible and embodied style interactions and present the Privacy Care interaction framework. The framework is rooted in the literature of privacy and tangible computing and promises the provision of an embodied experience that is Direct, Ready-to-Hand and Contextual for effectively raising awareness and empowering users with seamless control. Our framework thus contributes to the bigger research agenda of usable privacy and security. Interaction designers can utilize the framework to come up with appropriate design concepts. The resulting designs could then guide software engineers on the functionalities to program into privacy-aware systems and hardware engineers on the form-factors and modalities that are desirable.

Through five semi-structured focus groups, we investigated the privacy challenges faced by a sample set of 15 older adults (aged 60+) across their cyber-physical-social spaces. The results conform to our framework, thereby demonstrating its’ usefulness in real-life UbiComp contexts. Our next study will explore how the framework supports designers to empathize with, explore and generate designs for privacy management tools that are effective and can seamlessly integrate in the daily routines of its’ users. We would encourage other researchers to use our framework to think about their approach to develop privacy management tools, and to provoke reflection about how they conceptualize individuals’ experiences of privacy in UbiComp contexts.
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